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Political Outlook

2002:
Snapshot from a
Distance
By Jonathan Sanchez
With the political atmosphere in Washington in a constant state of flux and the
next set of national elections about 20
months away, it is somewhat risky to
opine as to what might happen in the 2002
elections. The conventional wisdom that
has been thrown around is that the Democrats would have the advantage in the
2002 elections for a couple of reasons. One
is that the first midterm elections of a
president's first term usually favor the
party that does not occupy the White
House. As many now remember, the midterm elections of 1994 were a disaster for
the Democratic Party, with the Republicans recapturing the Senate (a body they
had not controlled since 1987) and the
House of Representatives (a body they
had not controlled since 1955). The Republicans also gained a significant majority of
the fifty state governors as well. Another
is that it would be the first opportunity
for the Democrats to put the results of the
election of 2000 to another electoral test
and challenge the legitimacy of President
Bush. The thought is that the Democratic
base is more energized and ready to assert a victory after having been denied one
in 2000. A further reason is that the Republicans have more offices to defend
than do the Democrats. In the Senate, there
are 20 Republican seats up for reelection
and only 14 Democrat seats up for reelection. In the House, the Republicans will
be defending 221 seats and the Democrats
212. As for Governors, 35 of the 50 governors will be contested in 2002 and 2 will
be contested in November of 2001. Of
these 37 positions, 26 are held by Republicans, 9 by Democrats, and 2 by Independents. Almost half of these will be open

contests because term limits prevent the
current governor from running again.
In short, by these accounts, things look
pretty good for the Democrats and things
may end up falling their way come 2002.
There are a variety of things -like a recession, perhaps - that could enhance their
opportunities even more. In the end, all
of these things may happen and it may be
the Democrats who will be celebrating in
2002 for retaking control of both houses
of Congress as well as a majority of the
governor's mansions, just as the Republicans did in 1994.
However, as with so many other things
in life, I believe the situation is much
murkier than this and I am not entirely
sure that either party has a clear advantage. If the Democrats do have an advantage, it would probably be most apparent
in the gubernatorial races (since so many
Republican governors are retiring in
Democratic friendly states) and in the Senate (since the switch of just one seat would
give them control). It's much less clear as
to how things might fare for House races,
especially with the 10-year redistricting
process set to potentially change house
district boundaries in states having more
than one representative (sorry, Wyoming
and Alaska).
As one example of the murkiness of the
situation, let's take a look at the Senatethe institution that currently has a rare 5050 partisan split and an institution that has
been the focus of this column in previous
issues of the RG.
As mentioned previously, the Republicans have 20 seats to defend and the
Democrats only 14. While one may think
that this naturally advantages the Democrats, it seems that the number of vulner-
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able seats are more even- with about 9 10 vulnerable or potentially vulnerable
seats on the Republican side and about 78 vulnerable or potentially vulnerable
Democrat seats.
One potential advantage for the Republicans is that of the 20 seats they are
defending, 17 of those seats belong to
states that were won by George W. Bush
in the last election. These include such
staunchly Republican states as Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and Wyoming. The 3 states
that went for Al Gore are Oregon, New
Mexico, and Maine- states that Gore won
narrowly and, in the case of the first two,
states where the possibility of recounts
were real. In contrast, of the 14 seats that
the Democrats have to defend, only 8 are
in states won by AI Gore. The 6 states with
Democrat senators that went for George
W. Bush include Southern states like Louisiana, Georgia, states that Bush did well
in.
Here's a quick thumbnail sketch of
the 20 Republican seats and 14 Democrat
seats and which races to watch out for.

Republicans
Of the 20 seats that Republicans currently hold, at least 9 of them, about half,
look fairly strong. They have fairly strong
incumbents in Republican leaning states
that Bush won in 2000. Unless there are
retirements or other currently unantici-

pated items that may crop up, these incumbents have a good chance of reelection. These states and senators include
Idaho (Larry Craig), Wyoming (Mike
Enzi), Nebraska (Chuck Hagel), Kansas
(Pat Roberts), Oklahoma (Jim Inhofe),
Texas (Phil Gramm), Mississippi (Thad
Cochran), Tennessee (Fred Thompson),
and Virginia (John Warner).
There are three Senate Republican veterans who are currently have a long track

record of winning elections, but who potentially become vulnerable if they manage to attract a strong challenger. These
include Ted Stevens of Alaska, Pete
Domenici of New Mexico, and Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky. Stevens and
Domenici could potentially retire as well.
However, unless this materializes, these
three should be in good shape come 2002.
There are five Republican freshman
Senators, first elected in 1996, in similar
situations - senators who are strong on
their own, but who may face a strong challenge should a high profile Democrat
materialize. These include Gordon Smith
of Oregon, who might face the incumbent
governor; Wayne Allard of Colorado, who
might face one of the two Democrat House
members; Tim Hutchinson of Arkansas
who might face either one of two former
Clinton administration officials (James Lee
Witt or Rodney Slater); Jeff Sessions of
Alabama; and Susan Collins of Maine
(who may face Rep. Tom Allen). All five
carry the value of incumbency and may
end up becoming even more safe if the
Democrats fail in their recruiting efforts.
This leaves three Republican seats that
are currently vulnerable.
Perhaps the least vulnerable of the three
is Strom Thurmond's seat in South Carolina. Thurmond is the only Senator to announce his retirement. In fact, the most
recent speculation has been whether the
98 year old senator is healthy enough to
serve out his term. In any event, theRepublicans seem to be uniting behind Rep.
Lindsey Graham, who gained national
attention as one of the more prominent of
the 13 House impeachment managers during President Clinton's trial. A high
profile Democrat has not yet emerged
from the woodwork and Graham might
have the slight edge in this Republican
state.
Another vulnerable seat is in North
Carolina, where speculation is running
that Jesse Helms might retire . Though
twenty years younger than his Carolina
colleague to the south, Helms has been
beset by physical ailments in the last few
years and, as such, may not run again. In
any event, there are Republican and
Democrat federal and state office holders
mulling over a run for the seat and it will
likely be one the Republicans will have to
defend.

Perhaps the most vulnerable Republican incumbent is New Hampshire Senator Bob Smith. Smith, who briefly bolted
the Republican Party a year or so ago to
run for President as an independent, is
now back in the fold. His defection did
not sit well with some Republicans in New
Hampshire and there is the possibility,
perhaps slight, that he may have a primary challenge. Even if one does not materialize, he potentially faces a keen challenge from current Governor Jeanne
Shaheen, just elected to her third term as
governor.
All in all, this leaves anywhere from
three to eight, and at most 11, Republican
Senate seats to watch in the coming year.

Democrats
About 5 of the 14 Democrat seats look
very safe, unless retirements or other contingencies occur. These seats and senators
include Massachusetts (John Kerr y),
Rhode Island (Jack Reed), Delaware (Joe
Biden), West Virginia (Jay Rockefeller),
and Michigan (Carl Levin).
Another 5 of the 14 seats look somewhat more vulnerable, but may end up
becoming safe for the Democrats, depending on whether there is a strong Republican challenge. Two of these Senators recently escaped high profile challenges
when their oft-mentioned Republican
challengers decided to forgo a race. Re-

publicans failed to draw former Governor
Marc Racicot of Montana to challenge
Senator Max Baucus and they failed to
draw Rep. John Thune of South Dakota
to run against Senator Tim Johnson. While
this increases Democrat chances, neither
of these two senators are taking anything
for granted. Paul Well stone of Minnesota
(who recently reneged on his pledge to
Continued on page 10
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THE INSIDER
By Yingtao Ho

March Madness
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the
greatest time on the sporting calendar. The
NCAA men's tournament, the single
greatest event of the year, is set to begin
next Tuesday with the play-in game. The
Insider will provide you with a list of the
four most important categories of teams:
Real championship contenders, overrated
teams, teams likely to overachieve, and
upset specials.

Real Championship contenders:
Michigan State: This team overflows
with talent, and has toughness matched
by few others. They have three things that
all great college teams have: good guard
play, strong post-up presence, and a game
breaker in the dynamic Jason Richardson.
They also lead the nation in rebounding
average. Losing to Penn State in the BTT
was a major wake up call for a team good
enough to win it all.
North Carolina: I'm not sure there is a
better player in the country than Joseph
Forte. This team has strong perimeter
shooting, and maybe the best inside trio
in the country in Heywood, Lang and Peppers. Their only weakness is their transition defense, as the second Duke game
clearly showed. Look for Curry to slow
the game down at the point, and take the
Heels deep into the tournament.
Maryland: This group of underachievers is finally getting the message. They
have great guards in Blake and Dixon, a
game breaker in lottery pick Terrance
Morris, and one of the best inside scorers
in the country in Baxter. Over the past few
weeks, this group beat Duke at Durham,
and smoked Virginia by 35 points on senior day. What makes this team really special is Dixon, maybe the best defensive
guard in the country.
Florida: Are there a better pair of shooters in the country than Nelson and Dupee?

Combine them with the inside presence
of Udonis Haslem, a deep and talented
bench, and the best young coach in the
country, you have a team that's lost one
game all year when healthy heading into
the SEC tournament. Watch out for the bite
of the Gators.
Kansas: It was a tough call between
Kansas and Iowa State. I chose the more
talented team in Kansas. Besides all of the
normal things that a great team has, power
forward Nick Collison is so quick that it's
almost impossible for the defense to match
up. The one concern on this team is that
Kenny Gregory, the guy most likely to get
the ball in late game situations, is a 45%
free throw shooter.
Illinois: I was going back and forth on
this one, and my heart won out. On paper, they have almost everything a great
team needs, and they complement this
with maybe the strongest bench in the
country. Frank Williams is as good a finisher as any in the nation. However, this
team has a tendency to go into long periods of offensive ineptitude for inexplicable
reasons. If their defense is off a little bit
against a top opponent, they may not have
the offense to keep up.

Overrated:
Stanford: This team's reputation is as
inflated as their CPA. They have exactly
one quality non-conference win, that one
a home win over Duke where they trailed
most of the way. This team lives and dies
with the play of the Collins twins. Against
teams with quality big men, such as Arizona and UCLA, Stanford does not have
the quickness and offensive creativity to
compensate once the Collins twins are
neutralized. This is a sweet sixteen team,
and probably no better.
Duke: Without a healthy Carlos Boozer,
Duke is a doughnut, with great shooters
and nothing inside. They beat Carolina

II
without Boozer through their transition
game, but would have more difficulty in
the slow down game of the tournament.
Look for them to lose to the first team that
has a good big man, and a good defensive guard to contain the penetration of
Jason Williams.
Virginia: They flat out suck. A team
loaded with guards that can't either get a
rebound or play defense to save their lives.
Watch the game tape against Georgia
Tech, and see how Alvin Jones, a big man
without a lot of skill, took the Cavaliers
apart. In the right matchup, Virginia will
fall victim to the biggest first round upset
of the tournament.
Arizona: On paper, this is the best team
in the country. For the entire months of
January and February, however, both Jason Gardner and Loren Woods have been
sleep walking. Look for Arizona to fall far
short of expectations, and lose early.
Tennessee and Alabama: Both these
teams look great on tape. However, the
players seem to not understand the concept that they should not be ball hogs until they enter the NBA. Both these teams
have athletic players who don't seem to
understand how to play basketball, and
will fall eqrly for that reason. I would also
put Fresno State in the same category.
Texas: A great defensive team that only
has one legitimate scoring option in
Darren Kelly. Look for the horns to lose in
the second round, and score fewer than
60 points.
The Entire Big East: The fact that Pittsburgh got to the conference championship
game indicates the mediocrity of the conference. With the exception of Boston College, there is not one team here good
enough to win two games in the tournament.

Overachievers
These are teams likely to perform better than
their seeds would indicate.
Ohio State: They have the best defensive center in the country in Ken Johnson,
who blocks or alters about fifteen shots a
game. Johnson also gives them the inside
scoring that even their Final Four team did
not have. Their guards remind me of
Scoonie Penn and Michael Redd. Jim
O'Brien's teams going back to Boston College have traditionally overachieved in the
tournament. Look for this team to do the
same.
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Kentucky: A very athletic team with a
true floor general in Saul Smith, and tremendous defensive attitude. Teyshaun
Prince is a legitimate game breaker. This
team is good enough to reach the final four
if they can shoot just a little bit better.
UCLA: They have three players good
enough to play for anybody: Earl Watson
at the point, Jason Kapono stroking threes
and Dan Gadzuric in the low post. Their
defense is suspect, and Kapono doesn't
always do everything he could to get
open. On paper, this is an elite eight team.
Cincinnati: A likely six seed, the
bearcats are the low seed most likely to
reach the final four. Cincinnati lives and
dies by its guards. Fortunately for them,
Steve Logan has played great basketball
over the past few months, and Kenny
Satterfield can score in last second situations no matter what the defense does.
They also have the inside strength to rebound and play defense. Look for Cincinnati to make a Cinderella run in the tournament.
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Upset Specials:

Indiana State: The team from the Valley that knocked Creighton out of the
MVC tournament. A combination of good
guard play, fundamental defense and
three point shooting has given this team
wins over Indiana and Butler. They
dropped an incredible 90 points on Butler.
Georgia State: They own a win over
Georgia, who is in the RPI top 25, and
dominated the TAAC all year long, winning the conference championship game
by 30. An athletic team, they can win at
least one game if they don't face a team
with a dominant big man.

Gonzaga: The best mid major team
since David Robinson's Navy team in 1989
is back, and perhaps stronger than ever.
This is the most athletic team Gonzaga's
ever had, and also possess two superb
players in Dan Dickau and Casey Calvery.
Unless they meet someone like Michigan
State in the second round, pencil the Zags
into the sweet sixteen.
Butler: Maybe the best defensive team
in the country, this is the team that walked
into Madison, and beat the Badgers 58-44.
They are likely to win at least one game.
Creighton: The only mid-major team in
the nation that locked up a bid at the beginning of championship week. They own
victories over Providence, Georgia State,
Wyoming and at Nebraska (A very tough
place to play, the Huskers are a different
team at home), and have many impressive road victories in a tough Missouri
Valley Conference. Thinking about it, I'm
not sure how much of an upset it would
be for Creighton to win at least one game.
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The Last Word
Last year, in the first round higher seeds
went 29-3. Look for things to even out, and
for upsets to happen up and down the
brackets because there has never been so
much parity in College Basketball. Fill out
a bracket, and enjoy the games.
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Bull's Blood And Pickle Soup
Are Good For You
A Night At
Amadeus

By Smooper and Dooper
We recently had some friends come to
town on a rainy Friday night for dinner.
Europhiles as they are, we wanted to show
them a little bit of "The Continent" in our
own backyard: something with an eclectic interior, patrons with interesting accents, and a slightly refined atmosphere.
Alas, we couldn't get a table at the
Lawyer 's Club. Instead, we decided to
head downtown to "Rock Me" Amadeus.
(Sorry. We had to get that one out of our
system)
Amadeus is a mysterious restaurant. To
begin with, it has the uncanny ability to
look empty when you don't want to go
there but overflowing when you do. It
beckoned us to come in from a downpour
and step through lush, dark velvet curtains and make ourselves comfortable on
the mismatched parlor furniture. Inside,
we ere transported to a place far away. The
restaurant was filled with decorative
pieces from various countries in Central
Europe. Candles and a flamenco guitar
player further contributed to Amadeus'
intimate atmosphere. An antique cash
register, landscape scenery paintings and
twenty-seven generations of carved musician-rabbis adorned the walls and
shelves.
On to the food . The choice of appetizers gave us much to consider. Ever
thought of how dill pickles would taste
in soup? We never did. However, someone at Amadeus clearly had because it was
the soup of the day. And boy, this was no
soup-flavored-with-those-refrigerator-

case-springy-Vlassic-dills. Rather, it was
a flavorful semi-creamy broth infused
with choice dill and pickling spices. We
also had an assortment of pierogies stuffed
with cheese, potato, mushroom, cabbage,
and meat. The highlight of our pierogie
enjoyment was watching the chef make
them fresh in the kitchen, right before our
eyes.
For our entrees, we picked three different combination plates and a potato
schnitzel. The vegetable platter was a
plentiful assortment of salads, all with a
base of sour cream, dill, and vinegar. The
seafood platter was also large and consisted of a salmon spread, a shrimp salad
with sour cream and dill, and a cod-like
fish bathed in a mixture of tomatoes, onions, and dill. Meat, meat, and more meat
was the focus of the "traditional" platter.
The fourth brave diner attempted the potato schnitzel. Imagine the biggest, most
delicious tater tot you've ever had.
Double its size, flatten it so that it resembles a giant hockey puck and call it
something that you would never associated with the words "tater tot." We knew,
however, what was really going on, and
loved every bite of it.
Hoping to impress our Europhile
friends with true Viennese dessert decadence, we ordered coffee and two cakes
from the fairly massive list of sweets.
Throughout our meal we had been drooling over the beautiful display case of pastries and pies and decided on a strawberry
bombe and a chocolate raspberry torte.
After we took a bite, however, none of us

were particularly inspired to jump up and
hum the Blue Danube Waltz.
Accompanying our meal, we had an
excellent bottle of Egri Bikaver. Hungary
is known for its slightly fruity, delicious
red wines, and Egri Bikaver (Bull' s Blood)
is one of them. Even if you don't make it
to Amadeus, we know it's available in
town-we just don't know where. Do
yourself a favor and find the source of this
beautiful product.
As a young lawyer, Franz Kafka would
have enjoyed lunch at Amadeus. Given
the somewhat authentic food and the
slightly menacing surrealism of the setting, it would have been easy for him to
imagine his opposing counsel morphing
into giant cockroaches while sipping
Bull's Blood and eating schnitzel.
The bill for four (appetizers, entrees,
desserts, coffee, bottle of wine) came to
$100 including tip and tax. If you want to
treat yourself to a meal or dessert at
Amadeus, we highly recommend making
reservations in advance.

Amadeus
122 East Washington
Ann Arbor
734-665-8767
Open for lunch and dinner
Food questions? Restaurant curiosities? Write to us at rg@umich.edu.
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Poor Man's
Movie Theater
By Russell Krauter
A few people I know absolutely adore
previews. They get irate when they are
late for a film and miss them and they
won't allow me to fast-forward through
them on video no matter how many times
they have seen the ads. I personally don't
have the same level of love for promos,
but I do believe they occasionally are informative. Sometimes they serve well in
separating the interesting from the nauseating. The problem is that trailers all to
often have too great an effect on the film
experience. They sometimes give so much
of the plot away that seeing the film is
pointless. For comedies, they can present
you with the only the good jokes misleading you into believing that the movie is
worth seeing. A lack of an ad can also dissuade me from seeing good independent
film because of the lack of exposure. This
is tragic since they are often a bit better
than their money-bloated counterparts.
This week I decided to "take one for the
team" and watch three disgustingly overexposed movies. The results were not
pretty. The first two produced symptoms
similar to an overdose of sinus medication.

What Lies Beneath
God help me, but I still respect Harrison
Ford because of his early career. However,
the last few films I've seen him in have
not been stellar. This movie is better than
average. Unfortunately it is simply not
worth seeing because of its trailer, which,
for a while, was so omnipresent that there
must be people living at the bottom of
mine shafts who are aware of it. Simply
put, the ad gave everything away. And I
mean everything. I don't think I'm mistaken in believing that thrillers are intended to be filled with uncertainty and
surprises. This movie, though, had literally 5 seconds of semi-suspenseful mate-

rial placed right at the end.
This is not to say that the
ending was seriously in
doubt at any point. I've
heard it said that American movie goers hate to be
surprised by anything. I
hope for the good of our
country and its entertainment that this is not true,
but this movie lends a depressing amount
of support to the theory. My suggestion
is that you avoid this film.

Deuce Bigalow, Male Gigolo
A truly horrible film, for a variety of
reasons. I thought when I saw the preview that I was getting all the best jokes,
as is typical in trailers for low brow comedy. I was suckered into watching Dude,
Where's My Car by this device and I'm still
slightly ashamed of myself. For Deuce this
scared the hell out of me because I thought
the preview itself was decidedly less
funny than a man getting hit in the crotch
with a bat (as clarification I don't think
that's funny, although many apparently
disagree). The horrible thing about this
movie is that all the jokes are the same
quality as those in the trailer. It is a misogynistic film that depends on running
gags about how horrifying women with
disorders are. Even though the "moral"
of the film is that all women need is love
and understanding, Deuce is disgusted by
them to the very end. Coming from me
this means a whole lot, since I'm offended
by almost nothing. The only semi-funny
bits revolve around Deuce's pimp, who
uses gender specific terms to refer to
Deuce. He consistently calls him a "man
whore" and once threatens to "man
whore, he bitch slap him" (this quote may
not be right, but I'll be damned if I'll see it
again in the interest of accuracy). All in
all, this movie is a slow boat ride through

hell. If it possible to keel-haul and draw
and quarter someone without drowning
the horses I recommend this be done to
whoever is responsible. This is a rare case
where the trailers for a stupid comedy
perfectly reflected the film.

Bring It On
The coward that I am, I actually had to
get my wife to rent this movie for me. Not
because it is a teen comedy about
cheerleading, but because it simply looked
so awful. Surprisingly it wasn't all that
bad. It delivered moderately entertaining
moments while not insulting my intelligence. It is as, I'm sure you've seen, a film
about rival cheerleading teams going head
to head. The San Doug team had been
consistently stealing the Compton team's
routines to win at nationals where the
Compton team was not present. After
new leadership in the San Doug team, the
Compton team actually goes to nationals
to compete. Blissfully, the Compton team
wins in the end despite the fact that the
movie centers on San Diego's team. The
movie managed to deliver somewhat
more than the ad led me to believe. As a
side note, you should definitely see But
I'm a Cheerleader. It's a wonderfully fresh
comedy about gender roles and has virtually nothing to do with cheerleading
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On How (Parisian} Life Is
By Elizabeth Khalil

Paris to the Moon, by Adam Gopnik
(Random House, 2000, $24.95)
Everyone has their France-is-funny
story.
For my college roommate, it was the
Inexplicable Waiter. She and some other
friends visited Paris well-armed with
Michelin guides and Berlitz phrases, successfully negotiating the Metro, shopping
and sightseeing. But when faced with the
simple task of ordering water at a cafe,
there was a problem.
They were prepared to address the gasversus-still issue, by-the-glass or by-thebottle. But they couldn't get past the first
word: water. They wanted water. Over
and over they requested water. Simple
enough, n'est-ce pas? Yet the waiter looked
at them with puzzlement.
Upon return, my friend asked me, as a
speaker of French, to explain - or confirm that the waiter was psychotic. They
knew the word for water; wasn't it.. .?
Ah.
They had been mispronouncing eau as
oeufs, a simple slip of the anglophone
tongue.
"Eggs," they'd pleaded, "eggs," while
making a drinking gesture.
Adam Gopnik, too, has tales to tell,
though he takes more care with his
rounded vowels.
He knows well enough to; when he set
off for Paris with his wife and small son
in 1995, he was not a total innocent: he'd
spent some teenage time there with his
academic parents. He soon returned on his
own - that is, with his now-wife, who
was then only a girl he had a crush on.
And then, all these years later, he was
swept back by the tide of an overpowering crush on the city, helped along by
funding from the New Yorker. The magazine gave him a chance to live his own
Parisian life, with a duty only to send back
"Paris Journal" entries now and then.

The result was a charming, fun, funny
series of articles. Some of them have made
their way into Paris to the Moon, which is
a charming, fun, funny book-length version of the same: tales of Parisian life with
Gopnik's "odd Canadian-American-Jewish-Sri Lankan-Franco-American menage,
with the two-year-old at its center." (The
two-year-old does indeed figure prominently, not only in the book but in the decision to go in the first place, to flee lowbrow American toddler culture; for
Gopnik so loved his only begotten son he
went to Paris to protect him from Barney.)
For anyone who has lived in Paris,
Gopnik's writings should inspire smiles
of recognition. For me, they often inspired
laughs out loud - as I recalled my own
brief tenure in the 8e arrondissement, with
an apartment in the neighborhood of
weird, obsessive food dealers.
He mentions these gourmet palaces
only briefly, perhaps because he prefers
oddness in the mundane. It would take

but little imagination to make fun of these
dens of culinary decadence, though
Gopnik does mention marketing at
Hediard (pronounced ADR; I still think of
groceries when people speak of alternate
dispute resolution) and Fauchon,
Hediard' s scarier counterpart across the
square. Nearby also, though, and sadly
unmentioned, are La Maison du Chocolat
-precisely if uncreatively named- and
Maille, the strange mustard shop that veils
its wares in secrecy appropriate to KGB
dossiers. An entire Fox miniseries could
be devoted to Maille, and the question of
why they won't let you touch the mustard yourself.
But Gopnik notes the quirks of other,
less obviously weird places in a way that
makes me wish he were my friend. These
include, notably, the department store
BHV ("the strange Sears, Roebuck of
Paris"), whose background music he nicknames "Love Theme from BHV." He also
relates the new experience of dealing with
French appliances. His toaster breaks and
the store doubts whether repair is pose
sible, or even advisable ("C'est normal," he
is told reassuringly), and his fax machine
beeps haughty Gallic protestations.
No matter what Gopnik is describing,
he uses the same level, and type, of humor and deadly-accurate description. He
is spot-on funny whether describing restaurateur Alice Waters ("the kind of
American woman who a century ago
would have been storming through saloons with a hatchet and is now steaming
fresh green beans, but with similar motives") or his wife's obstetrician ("a man
with a day's growth of beard, who is wearing black jeans and a black silk shirt, like
a character in a David Mamet play about
Hollywood producers").
His descriptions frequently fall back on
comparisons to New York living, with inconclusive results. Which life is stranger?
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 3

only serve two Senate terms), Jean
Carnahan of Missouri, and Dick Durbin
of Illinois all seem to have an advantage
at this point, but may yet draw a more significant Republican challenge than now
anticipated.
This leaves roughly 4 of the 14 seats that
Democrats have to keep their eye on. Despite its Democratic leanings, New Jersey
may yet provide a challenge for Senator
Robert Torricelli' s reelection efforts, if he
decides to run again. A number of Republicans, including former Congressman
Bob Franks, who narrowly lost last year's
Senate race to Jon Corzine, seem interested
in running for the seat.
Another Democratic Freshman senator
who is not taking anything for granted is
Max Cleland of Georgia. A number of the
eight Republican congressmen have or are
considering running against Cleland,
whose views may be further to the left
than many in the state. Cleland, however,

Continued from page 9

In Paris, the two seem to converge when
Gopnik joins a gym that styles itself "tres
new yorkais." It offers him its most intense
plan- allowing him to come once a week.
When he returns to work out, he is rebuffed, as no equipment has yet been installed. To make up for his missed workout, the staff offer him chocolate truffles.
Is he surprised? Only un petit peu. The
French, and French magazines, he writes,
"are as deeply preoccupied with body
image and appearance as American ones.
But they are confident that all problems
can be solved by lotions."
While he writes wryly about such
things, Gopnik never expresses loathing
for any aspect of French or American culture. Well, except for the tacky children's
products he hoped to keep from his Parisian son. He devotes an entire chapter and some of his loveliest prose - to slurs
against Barney, the purple dinosaur of
American public television.
But New York versus Paris, American
versus French, never seems to come out
one way or another; and, above all,
Gopnik never seems to establish where he
feels most at home. This is unsurprising,
as he has always been able to give the
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has so far done a prodigious job at
fundraising in anticipation of a challenge.
Senator Mary Landrieu of Louisiana,
another first term Democrat, narrowly
won in 1996 over her Republican challenger. Currently, the leading Republican
challenger to Landrieu is Congressman
John Cooksey. This race could end up being rather close in a state that leans towards conservative Democrats and Republicans.
Lastly, Republicans in Iowa have
seemed to unite behind Congressman
Greg Ganske, a reconstructive I plastic surgeon who represents Des Moines and
Council Bluffs, against third term incumbent Senator Tom Harkin. Republicans
have been adept at putting Republican
challengers against Harkin (Tom Tauke in
1990 and Jim Ross Lightfoot in 1996) giving Harkin a challenge. The problem for
the Republicans is that the Harkin keeps
on winning. So, it'll be interesting to see
whether the third time will be the charm

for the Republicans or whether Harkin
will end yet another Republican
congressman's career.
In sum, at this point, despite the 20-14
differential between the two parties in the
Senate, the number of vulnerable and potentially vulnerable seats seem to be
roughly even for both parties. Yet when
the margin is 50-50, it's anybody's guess
as to where control of that chamber mav
go. The bottom line is that it is too prem;ture to say that 2002 will be the Democrats'
revenge year or that Republicans will keep
control of Congress and the governorships. Both parties have advantages and
disadvantages and a whole host of contingencies can occur between now and
then. All the more exciting for amateur
political observers such as myself.

impression of being an expat anywhere,
even in his own cities: Philadelphia,
Montreal, New York. Paris is simply another place for him to explore how universally, uniquely weird life is. Question,
in fact, whether he feels at home anywhere
but on the printed page.

His writing also avoids the anxiety, at
times embarrassingly plain, of New
Yorker writers at being non-European.
This is no small achievement: isn't that
discomfort apparent on every page, every
week, in the magazine's reckless use of
diacritics? Accents aigus and graves fleck
unsuspecting French borrowings; mark
well the officiousness with which an --er
is reversed (fibre) and a dieresis is imposed
on an unsuspecting double o or double e
(give me strength: preemption!). Somewhere in the dark reaches of the editorial
offices, copyboys tick off points for every
double I (two points for labelling! Two for
traveller!) . Not trusting the Academie
Fran<;aise to prune its own hedges, the
New Yorker supplies accents even for
words that lie unmarked in France.
Amid this diacritical chaos and its attendant unease, Gopnik's words are always calm. He seems convinced of the
inevitable chaos of the world, and
amused, not unnerved, by it. It's like the
attitude toward the broken toaster: C'est

Through it all, Gopnik casts a glance at
Paris that is both knowing and nai've;
while it's obvious he knows how bright
and clever he is, he writes with enough
charm - and a little self-deprecation to make that fact less annoying than it
might be.
He is, in truth, one of the least annoying staff writers at the New Yorker, and
my personal favorite. He may be a literary geek (his son's middle name is Au den,
for crying out loud), and while he doesn't
try to hide his awareness of his own talent, he refrains from the wait-there-while!-craft-a-beautiful-sentence approach
of some of his fellow staff. His sentences
may be beautiful, but at least they say
something. (The magazine's love affair
with style is evident in its book reviews,
which do their best to deflect suspicion
that a book exists or that it is being reviewed.)
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Indiana Rules of Court:
State and Federal, 2000
(Real) Amazon.com reader reviews
A breathtaking picture of a Indiana, March 8, 2001

Reviewer: Distefaf, from Baltimore, MD
I have to disagree with the previous review. I found "Indiana" to be the best read of the entire series. The stark bleak prose of the
work aptly captures the ambiance of a heartland justice system.
Simply look at the masterful beginning; the protagonist states elegantly "Rule 1. Scope of the rules - Except as otherwise provided, these rules govern the procedure and practice in all courts of the state of Indiana in all suits of a civil nature whether
cognizable as cases at law, in equity, or of statutory origin." Ind. St. Trial Pro. Rule 1. The author continues, "They shall be construed
to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action." Id. With those two simple sentences we can't help but see
the contradistinction of Indiana's hard and cold Midwestern landscape with the caring and concern of its people. In the first
sentence, we are faced with the vast scope of the work, and cannot help but consider the similar scope of the Indiana Prairie. In the
second, we see the personal side of hard field and factory life: justice and thriftiness.
To criticize the starkness of this novelette demonstrates a misunderstanding of its mission. Indiana is not the green of the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan or the Motown of Detroit. Indiana is not the Jazz of Chicago. Indiana is not Disney World or the Everglades.
The tone of previous volumes captured their topics in the way "Indiana" captured its topic - the heartland of America, Indiana.
I also disagree with criticism of "Indiana'"s flow. Indiana itself is a collection of distinct places, and I believe this is what the
author attempted to capture in the work. I too at first found the disjointed style distracting, but I soon came to understand that it
was necessary to draw the individual vignettes that the author was attempting to draw.
Overall, I could barely put "Indiana" down. It is the best in its class, and I heartily recommend it to readers of the Court Rule
genre.

Respectful disagreement with Lola belle, March 8, 2001

Reviewer: A reader from New York, NY United States
I am righting to lodge my respectful disagreement with Lolabelle's dismissal of "Indiana" as lacking flow and scope vis-a-vis the
other works in the memorable state rules of court series. While lacking the power and insight of many of the author's earlier works
(see, e.g., Rhode Island and Kansas), Indiana should not be held to the impossibly high standards set by the author's earlier works.
Taken as a whole, Indiana may well be the most profound piece of work in the series.
An understated chronicle of right and wrong, Indiana makes a truly powerful statement on what some might consider the
excrutiating minutiae of an existence those outside the know would be horrified to learn exists. Limits on interrogatories? Methods
of filing discovery and trial assignment? It's in there. And throughout the reader is left on the edge of her seat wondering where this
thrillride will take her next. While Lolabelle criticizes what some may consider a scattershot order of the court's rules, those swept
into the flow quickly realize that this is one of the book's charms. Just when you think you fully understand Pro Hac Admission in
one of Indiana's numerous Appellate Divisions, BAM, you are brought without warning into the world of licensing of the court
reporter.
The true beauty of this tome lies in the fact that you may never know how the Pro Hac Admissions turn out, or why it matters.
Instead, the reader is again swept into another series of seemingly haphazard regulations on a totally unrelated subject. Never
knowing where or how any of it connects tie in, like Ulysses before it, the reader is left both vaguely unsatisfied and, at the same
time, needing more. As page after page is turned, the reader becomes increasingly frustrated by the author's detached voice. Will
his true emotions ever show through? What does HE think of this 45 day requirement (add 5 for mailing).
At the end, the reader realizes that little matters other than the rules. Why are they there? Why am I reading them? Why do they
matter? Why do I matter? The reader emerges from the book with more questions than answers. And therein lies the true beauty of
"Indiana".

Even more fine reviews at Amazon.com.
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